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PCI/CPSU RELATIONS ~~ -- ~ 1. Alan Goodison ' s letter of 23 February to Michael Simpson-Orlebar . 

2. The PCI ' s break with Moscow has had less prominence here in 
the last few nnnths. But it remains an important factor in the 
Italian political equation, and you may welcome a further report. 

3. There is still no sign of any formal split in the PCI on this 
issue, and the chances of one must become less as time passes. 
Only a handful of members have left the party in protest ; this may 
be because those closest to Mosco>r are by temperament most inclined 
to obey the iron rule of democratic centralism and "ould also be 
the hardest people to accommodate in any other party. The very 
violence of Pravda ' s attacks may have strengthened party loyalty . 
The leadership have been touring the country explaining the 
Berlinguer line, and it has received "idespread support , especially 
in the PCI heartland of Emilia Romagna . At two recent conferences, 
one dedicated to Southern problems and the other the Congress of 
the PCI Youth Movement (FGCI), the party 's new position towards 
Mosocw "as supported by an overwhelming majority. After his early 
outburs~ Cossuta has been remarkably silent. Nor have there been 
any marked signs of dissent in the Communist union federation, CGIL , 
although ,<e are told that on the Poland issue some members had less 
enthusiasm for Solidarity than did the union and party leaderships . 

4. The PCI leadership probably calculate no" that they have ridden 
the worst of the storm . Recent local elections shm'led a decline in 
support for the PCI, but it "as not dramatic , and local issues 
probably had more effect than relations with the USSR. The harsh 
'<erds exchanged with Moscow are on the record for use "here 
necessary , especially with a >rider Western audience ; the PCI in 
Rome circulated elegant English translations of the key texts to 
selected Embassies. With the party base the ideological split can 
be played in lower key; the position adopted under pressure of 
events in Poland remains valid , but need not be constantly restated . 

{

There is no evidence that the PCI's greater independence has so 
far attracted new supporters to the party . 

5. The PCI's working contacts with the Soviet Union continue, but 
not at a high level. A Soviet delegation attended the FGCI Congress 
and Berlinguer himself said in Paris that the PCI was not seeking , 
a complete rupture of relations. Pravda ' s refusal to publish PCI 
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documents , while continuing to give space to pro-Soviet individual s , 
annoys the party leadershlp. They are also concerned about 
attempts made by the Soviet and East German Embassies to foment 
trouble at the base of the party; the leaking of a letter from 
the CPSU to the PCI , obliging Unita to publish a full text on 17 
March , could be part of this campaign - although , with typical 
Itallan subtlety , other observers here see it as a ploy by the PCI 
leadershlp to demonstrate their independence . The polemics can in 
due course be forgotten ; >That will be much harder for the PCI to 
renounce is the ideological shift implied in Berlinguer ' s analysis 
of a ':third phase" to follow the exhausion of the propulsive 
capaclty of the October revolution . This contains risks for the 
PCI; but it would be even more dangerous to revert to a line of 
greater subservience to Moscow . The diffuclties of the PCF remain 
an awful warning to Berlinger. 

6. I suggest that there are four main conclusions to be drawn at 
this stage: 

cc : 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

The PCI have taken a decisive step , even if it should 
not be interpreted as a complete break(which would 
suit neither them nor, the CPSU) . Scathing 
'references to an "umbilical cord l1 are no longer 
appropriate . The full implications of the change 
have not been digested yet , either by the leader
ship of the party ~:r-the party base; 

The PCI stance has reinsured successfully against any 
dramatic turn for the worse in Poland; 

The PCI ' s new attitude to>Tards the USSR does not mean 
t hat they have moved solidly on to the side of NATO . 
They did not oppose Spanish accession very vigorous l y 

I
' But they have put more emphasis recently on their 

\f-ampaign for peace , and in ot her ways too Berl inguer 
may feeI the need to compensate for the break wi th 
Moscow by taking a tough line on domestic issues , to 
conciliate the base; 

The PCI have not yet done enough to prove ful l commit 
ment to western democracy with all its implications . 
Nevertheless, we should recognise how far Berl inguer 
has brought the party in the last ten years. The 
dispute with Moscow of January/February is a mi l estone 
on the PCI' s path to becoming a European party of the 
left acceptable as a democratic partner in central 
government . I n a forthcoming despatch we shll examine 
what prospects they have of reaching the end of that 
path . 
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1. Thank you for your lett e r of 22 J~th its useful 
updating of the relationship between the pcr and the CPSU, as 
seen from Rome. I agree with you when you say that it will be 
hard for the PCI to renounce the ideological shift implied 
in 8erlinguer's analysis of a 'third phase', It may also be 
hard to give it content which will clearly differentiate the 
PCI, as a Communist party, from the SOCialists, even though 
Craxi will lose no opportunity to pOint up areas where PCI 
and PSI policies' diverge. I was also st ruck by your comment 
that the pcr have more re cently emphasised their campaign 
for peace . Presumably this may mean an increase in agitation 
against the bas ing of cruise missiles in Italy next year. 
The weakness of opposition to the Comiso bases bas been 
surprising. The Italian government has remained remarkably 
firm so far but I imagine that if a campaign against the 
missiles gets underway there will be those among the 
Socialistswho will want to leap on the band-wagon. 
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